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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Thermo

THERMO CROSS 2 MID WTPF

MEN’S

Adventure even in cold weather with
a midcut but versatile winter hybrid
that strikes the perfect balance
between winter protection and agile
performance.

BLACK/CARBON J035037 NC

+ M Select™ DRY BARRIER impermeable membrane
seals out water and lets moisture escape

woMEN’S

+ Mesh and TPU upper
+ Metal hook and lacing eyelet for secure lacing
+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out
+ Protective rubber toe cap
+ 200 grams M Select™ WARM lightweight, low bulk
insulation keeps you comfortable
+ K inetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for
flexible support
+ Moulded nylon arch shank
+ Merrell Exclusive Vibram ® Arctic Grip ® Dura for
added durability and grip on wet ice
+ 5mm lug depth
BLACK/FUCHSIA J035078 NC

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 199.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Thermo

THERMO GLACIER MID WTPF

MEN’S

With heat-reflecting technology,
compression-proof insulation and
Vibram ® Arctic Grip® wet ice technology
this winter boot will keep you confident
and warm, without slowing you down.

+ M Select™ DRY BARRIER impermeable membrane
seals out water and lets moisture escape

MERRELL GREY J035285 NC

+ Waterproof full grain leather upper
+ Metal hooks for secure lacing
+ Protective rubber toe cap
+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out
+ Fleece lining for added warmth
+ 1.5mm Primaloft ® Aerogel over-the-toe insulation
traps in heat where you need it most--even when
compressed
+ Heat-reflecting insole radiates body heat back
toward the foot
+K
 inetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for
flexible support

BLACK J19241

woMEN’S

+E
 VA foam midsole for stability and comfort
+M
 oulded nylon arch shank
+V
 ibram ® Arctic Grip ® outsole for grip on wet ice and
packed snow
+5
 mm lug depth

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 199.90
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BLACK J19264

EARTH J19268

PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Thermo

THERMO SLUSH mid wtpf

NEW

MEN’S

For those who want an all-leather
winter shell, this protective boot
features warm insulation, grippy sole,
and snowshoe strap ledge for coldweather adventures.

+ M Select™ DRY BARRIER impermeable membrane
seals out water and lets moisture escape

BLACK J035029

+ Full grain leather upper
+ Metal hook and lacing eyelet for secure lacing

woMEN’S

+ G aiter D-Ring
+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out
+ Fleece lining for added warmth
+ 200 grams M Select™ WARM lightweight, low bulk
insulation keeps you comfortable
+ K inetic Fit™ ADVANCED fleece lined removable
contoured insole with reinforced heel cushioning for
medium support
+ Moulded nylon arch shank
+ E VA foam midsole for stability and comfort
+ M Select™ ICE
+ 5mm lug depth
BLACK J035070

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Thermo

THERMO OVERLOOK 2
MID WTPF
NEW

This winter boot features Vibram ®
Arctic Grip® for traction and a
waterproof shell with insulation
cold-weather for protection.

MEN’S

+ M Select™ DRY BARRIER impermeable membrane
seals out water and lets moisture escape
+ Full grain leather upper
+ TPU wetproof shell for additional protection
+ Metal hook and lacing eyelet for secure lacing
+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out
+ G aiter D-Ring
+ S nowshoe strap ridge for stability
+ Fleece lining for added warmth
+ 400 grams M Select™ WARM lightweight, low bulk
insulation keeps you comfortable
+ K inetic Fit™ ADVANCED fleece lined removable
contoured insole with reinforced heel cushioning for
medium support
+ E VA foam midsole for stability and comfort
+ Moulded nylon arch shank
+ Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and
adds stability
+ V ibram ® Arctic Grip ® All Terrain outsole design for
grip on wet ice and mixed winter conditions
+5
 mm lug depth

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 199.90
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BLACK J035287

PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Thermo

THERMO AURORA 2 MID
SHELL WTPF
NEW

This women’s-only winter boot features
Vibram ® Arctic Grip® for traction and
a waterproof shell with insulation
cold-weather for protection.

woMEN’S

+ M Select™ DRY BARRIER impermeable membrane
seals out water and lets moisture escape
+ Full grain leather and wool upper
+ TPU wetproof shell for additional protection
+ Metal hook and lacing eyelet for secure lacing

BLACK J035038

+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out
+ G aiter D-Ring
+ S nowshoe strap ridge for stability
+ Fleece lining for added warmth
+ 200 grams M Select™ WARM lightweight, low bulk
insulation keeps you comfortable
+ Removeable fleece lined EVA foam insole
+ Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and
adds stability
+ V ibram ® Arctic Grip ® All Terrain outsole design for
grip on wet ice and mixed winter conditions
+5
 mm lug depth

woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 199.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Hike

ZION PEAK

NEW

Built on a trail running platform for
a sneaker fit, this all-leather hiker
has a durable mesh upper and Vibram ®
Megagrip outsole for aggressive grip
on every terrain. For all the memories
ahead.

ZION PEAK MID WTPF
MEN’S

+F
 ull grain leather upper
+M
 etal hook and lacing eyelet for secure lacing

BLACK/CARBON J035357

+ Integrated webbing stability arm and lacing system

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

+K
 inetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for
flexible support
+M
 errell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and
adds stability
+ Lightweight FlexPlate™ technology provides
torsional rigidity

ZION PEAK WTPF

+V
 ibram ® Megagrip for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry surfaces

MEN’S

+ Breathable mesh lining + 5mm lug depth + EVA foam
midsole for stability and comfort + Bellows tongue keeps
debris out + M Select™ DRY BARRIER impermeable
membrane seals out water and lets moisture escape

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes

SEAL BROWN J035473

BLACK/CARBON J035469

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Hike

Zion
Built on a trail running platform for
a sneaker fit, this all-leather hiker
has a durable mesh upper and Vibram ®
Megagrip outsole for aggressive
grip on every terrain. For all the
memories ahead.

ZION MID GTX
MEN’S

+M
 etal eyelets and webbing loops for secure lacing
+B
 reathable mesh lining

BROWN J500083

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 219.90

+B
 ellows tongue keeps debris out
+P
 rotective rubber toe cap
+K
 inetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for
flexible support
+E
 VA foam midsole for stability and comfort
+D
 ual-density EVA foam pods in rearfoot and forefoot
provides extra cushioning

ZION GTX
MEN’S

+ Lightweight FlexPlate™ technology provides
torsional rigidity
+V
 ibram ® Megagrip
+ 5mm lug depth
+ GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance + Waterproof
full grain leather and mesh upper

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes

BLACK J16875

BROWN J500081

MERRELL GREY J033893

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 189.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR

THE
CHOSEN ONE.
Hike

Moab

For over a decade the Merrell® Moab
has been the choice of hikers when a
choice needs to be made, making it
the best-selling hiker in the world.
Famous for its out-of-the-box comfort,
durability and all-purpose versatility,
no hiking boot is trusted on more
trails than the Merrell® Moab.

PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Hike

moab 2
Experience out-of-the-box comfort
in this GORE-TEX® hiker. With durable
synthetic leather, a supportive foot
bed, and Vibram ® traction, all in a
versatile package, you won’t doubt why
Moab stands for Mother-Of-All-Boots™.

+ Bellows, closed-cell foam tongue keeps moisture
and debris out

MOAB 2 LTR MID GTX
MEN’S

BELUGA J18419

+ Protective rubber toe cap
+ E VA foam midsole for stability and comfort
+ V ibram ® TC5+
+ 5mm lug depth
+ Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and
adds stability
+ Moulded nylon arch shank
+ K inetic Fit™ ADVANCED removable contoured
insole with reinforced heel cushioning for medium
support
+ B reathable mesh lining
+ GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance
+ Synthetic leather and mesh upper

PECAN J598233

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

MOAB 2 LTR GTX
MEN’S

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

WALNUT J18427

BOULDER J033329

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Hike

MOAB 2 MID GTX
woMEN’S

SEDONA SAGE J06060

LAUREL J033270

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

MOAB 2 GTX
woMEN’S

SEDONA SAGE J06036

LAUREL J033468

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Hike

capra gtx
New winterised Capra, now with leather
uppers and GORE-TEX®, will send you
soaring up inclines and scrambling

+ Pig suede leather and mesh upper
+ Traditional lace closure
+ Bellows tongue keeps out debris
+ Mesh lining
+ Kinetic Fit™ Base removable contoured insole for flexible
support
+ TrailProtect™ pad offers additional protection off road
+ Molded Nylon arch shank

MEN’S

GRANITE orange 598427

woMEN’S

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

granate j32446

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Hike

Moab FST 2

MOAB FST 2 MID GTX

Experience the out-of-the-box comfort
you expect from a name like Moab, now
with athletic styling and a lighter
midsole.

+ Metal hook and lacing eyelet for secure lacing

MEN’S

+ GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance
+ Nubuck leather and mesh upper

sailor blue J500119 NC

+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out
+ M Select™ FRESH antimicrobial agents reduces
shoe odor
+ B reathable mesh lining

woMEN’S

+ K inetic Fit™ BASE insole is contoured like your
foot and provides flexible, intuitive support for
connected and protected movement
+ Moulded nylon arch shank
+ Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock and
adds stability
+ V ibram ® Megagrip for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry surfaces
+ 5mm lug depth

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes

blue smoke J49182

woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

Storm J500094 NC

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 199.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Hike

MOAB FST 2 GTX
+ Traditional lace closure

MEN’S

woMEN’S

navy/slate J77453

BLACK/granite J77426

blue smoke J49180
sailor blue J500117 NC

STORM J500090 NC

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Hike

SIREN 3
Designed specifically for women, this
hiker is built with Q FORM® 2 stability
technology and a Vibram ® Megagrip for
confidence no matter the terrain.

SIREN 3 MID GTX
woMEN’S

+ Mesh and TPU upper
+ E xternal rear sling locks in the heel
+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out

ROCK/ERICA J035516 NC

+ K inetic Fit™ TRI removable contoured insole
provide light support to all three arches of the foot
+ Women’s-specific Q FORM ® 2 dual-density midsole
provide light pronation relief
+V
 ibram ® Megagrip
+ 5mm lug depth
+ GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, exceptional
breathability and waterproof performance + Hook and
webbing loops for a secure fit

woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

BLUE SMOKE J84684

NAVY/BLUE J034280

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 189.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Hike

SIREN 3 GTX
woMEN’S

ROCK/ERICA J035588 NC

BLUE SMOKE J83146

NAVY/BLUE J034282

BLack/black J65744

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Hike

MQM FLEX 2 GTX
Fast in the forefoot and protective
in the rearfoot, the second iteration
of MQM features tear-resistant
athletic uppers, a flexible cushioned
midsole and our mountain-grade
outsole. It combines all the best
features of a trail runner and a
hiker into one fast, protective shoe.

MEN’S

LICHEN J033705

+ Tongue-integrated lacing system for a more
secure fit
+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out
HV ORANGE J500123 NC

+ Protective TPU toe cap

BURNT/GRANITE J034231

+ K inetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole
for flexible support
+ Merrell Air Cushion in the heel absorbs shock
and adds stability
+ FLEXconnect™ dual-directional flex-groove EVA
foam midsole for agility and stability

woMEN’S

+ Rock plate
+ Merrell mountain-grade Quantum Grip ® rubber
outsole
+ Vegan-friendly
+ 5mm lug depth
+ GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, bonded InvisibleFit
construction for lightweight, breathable protection that
fits and feels like an unprotected shoe
+ Waterproof mesh upper

FUCHSIA J034956 NC

ROCK/WAVE J034958 NC

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

GRANITE/WAVE J034262

BRINDLE J034266

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Train

ANTORA 2 gtx
Designed specifically for women, this
protective trails runner is made with
Q FORM® 2 stability technology and
a Vibram ® outsole for confidence on
moderate terrain.

woMEN’S

+ Abrasion-resistant textile and TPU upper
+ Traditional lace closure

highrise J035638

+ External rear sling locks in the heel
+ Removable EVA foam insole
+ Women’s-specific Q FORM ® 2 dual-density midsole
provide light pronation relief
+ Forefoot and heel cushioning pods
+ Rock plate for protection
+ Vibram ® TC5+ with adaptive Lugs
+ Vegan-friendly
+ S tack height (heel/toe): 28.5mm/20.5mm;
Drop: 8mm; Lug: 5mm
+ GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, bonded InvisibleFit
construction for lightweight, breathable protection that fits
and feels like an unprotected shoe

woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90
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capri J035640

PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Train

Nova 2 gtx
Built for running on moderate trails,
this protective shoe features shockabsorbing foam cushioning and
TrailProtect™ pad for comfort on longer
runs over debris and obstacles.

MEN’S

+ Abrasion-resistant textile and TPU upper
tahoe J035575

+ Traditional lace closure
+ External rear sling locks in the heel
+ Breathable mesh lining
+ Removable EVA foam insole
+ Forefoot and heel cushioning pods
+ EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort
+ Rock plate for protection
+ Vibram ® TC5+ with adaptive lugs
+ Vegan-friendly
+ S tack height (heel/toe): 29.5mm/21.5mm;
Drop: 8mm; Lug: 5mm
+ GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane, bonded InvisibleFit
construction for lightweight, breathable protection that fits
and feels like an unprotected shoe

granite J035573

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Train

BARE ACCESS XTR

17.2
17.2

STACK

0

DROP

This trail runner features 0 heelto-toe offset, a moderate amount of
shock-absorbing foam and a sticky
Vibram® outsole enhances ground
connection and agility for fast
runs on light to moderate trails.

BARE ACCESS XTR GTX
MEN’S

BLACK J135261

woMEN’S

+ Mesh & TPU upper
+ Traditional lace closure
+ E xternal rear sling locks in the heel
+ B reathable mesh lining
+ Integrated EVA foam insole
+ Merrell Barefoot construction
+ FLEXconnect ® dual-directional flex-grooves in the
midsole for enhanced ground connection
+V
 ibram ® TC5+
+ Vegan-friendly
+ S tack Height (heel/toe): 17.2/17.2mm; Drop: 0mm;
Lug: 3mm

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90
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BLACK J135268

NEW

PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Train

BARE ACCESS XTR

BARE ACCESS XTR UNDYED

NEW

0

17.2
17.2

STACK

LIME J066157

DROP

This trail runner features 0 heel-totoe offset, a moderate amount of shockabsorbing foam and a sticky Vibram ®
outsole enhances ground connection
and Agility for fast runs on light to
moderate trails.

MEN’S

+ Mesh & TPU upper
+ Traditional lace closure
+ E xternal rear sling locks in the heel
+ B reathable mesh lining

PEACOAT J99543

+ Integrated EVA foam insole
+ Merrell Barefoot construction
+ FLEXconnect ® dual-directional flex-grooves in the
midsole for enhanced ground connection
+ V ibram ® TC5+
+ Vegan-friendly
+ Stack Height (heel/toe): 17.2/17.2mm; Drop: 0mm;
Lug: 3mm

MAGMA J066451 NC

woMEN’S

MONUMENT J12880

MULBERRY J066538 NC

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90

MEN’S

woMEN’S

UNDYED J135251

UNDYED J135258

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Train

MOVE GLOVE SUEDE

DROP

0

9.5
9.5

MEN’S

STACK

This minimalist barefoot shoe with
highly-responsive foam technology
is packed with a surprising amount
of cushion and comfort in a minimal
midsole.

MOON J066439 NC

+ Pig suede upper
+ Traditional lace closure
+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out
+ E xternal rear sling locks in the heel
+ B reathable mesh and pigskin lining

GRANITE J16771

+ Integrated EVA foam insole
+ PORON ® Vive ® energy-activated cushioning
responds with power to your every step
+V
 ibram ® Megagrip with fin-like lugs that wrap over
the foot for sticky traction during cutting movements

woMEN’S

+ S tack height (heel/toe): 9.5/9.5mm; Drop: 0mm;
Lug: 4mm

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 139.90
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shark J066530

PALOMA J65382

PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Train

MOVE GLOVE

MEN’S

For fast moving workouts, this
minimalist trainer with energyreturning foam and unique outsole
geometry maximizes underfoot
connection, increasing the body’s
ability to quickly react and move.

9.5
9.5

STACK

0

DROP

BLACK/WHITE J066431 NC

+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out

BLACK J16737

+ External rear sling locks in the heel
+ Breathable mesh and pigskin lining
+ Integrated EVA foam insole
+ PORON ® Vive ® energy-activated cushioning
responds with power to your every step
+V
 ibram ® Megagrip with fin-like lugs that wrap over
the foot for sticky traction during cutting movements
+ S tack height (heel/toe): 9.5/9.5mm; Drop: 0mm;
Lug: 4mm

MOON J066277

+ Mesh upper
+ Stretch collar with lace for easy on and off

woMEN’S

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes
BLUESTAR J066352

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90
BLACK J16798
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Train

TRAIL GLOVE 5

11.5
11.5

MEN’S

STACK

0

DROP

Created by studying the foot in motion,
this trainer is designed to enhance the
foot’s natural ability to stabilize the
body during rapid changes in movement.

+ Merrell Barefoot 2 construction for enhanced
proprioception and stability during variable
movement

BLACK/BLACK J066549 NC

+ S tack height (heel/toe): 11.5/11.5mm; Drop: 0mm;
Lug: 3mm
+ Mesh and TPU upper
+ Traditional lace closure
+ External rear sling locks in the heel
+ Breathable mesh lining
CASTLEROCK J62283

+ Integrated EVA foam insole
+ Rock plate for protection
+ Vibram ® TC5+

woMEN’S

+ Vegan-friendly

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes
GOLDFISH J066236

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90
BLACK J52850
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Train

VAPOR GLOVE 4

6.5
6.5

MEN’S

STACK

0

DROP

This minimal trainer provide little
between you and the ground for maximum
freedom and connection underfoot.

POLAR J066619 NC

+ Cordura® mesh and TPU upper
+ Traditional lace closure
+ External rear sling locks in the heel
+ Breathable mesh lining
+ Integrated EVA foam insole
+ Merrell Barefoot 2 construction
+ Vibram ® TC5+
+ Vegan-friendly
+ S tack height (heel/toe): 6.5/6.5mm; Drop: 0mm;
Lug: 2mm

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes

MEDITERRANIAN
BLUE J50393

BLACK/BLACK J066583

woMEN’S

woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

BRICK J066718 NC

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90

BLACK/BLACK J066684

BLEACHED AQUA J599612
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Train

VAPOR GLOVE 3 LUNA LTR

MEN’S

Minimal design. Maximum performance.
Vapor Glove 3 Luna Leather combines
sock-like feel with soft, full-grain
leather. Add to that a Vibram ® sole with
nearly zero ground-to-foot separation.
POLAR J002129 NC

+ Soft full grain leather upper
+T
 raditional lace closure
+B
 reathable mesh lining
+T
 railProtect™ pad offers underfoot protection

BLACK J33599

DUSTY OLIVE J97175

GRANITE J5000503

NAVY J5000925

+V
 ibram ® rubber outsole for traction in all weather
and temperature conditions

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

SLATE J97177

woMEN’S

BLACK J32936

SHARK J002272 NC

LAUREL J000938

POMEGRANATE J94884

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90
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men’s Active Lifestyle

PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

WILDERNESS LT WTPF

NEW

Lifestyle

MEN’S

Welcome to your forever boot.
Wilderness LT Waterproof is designed
with full grain leather uppers and our
COMFORTBASE™ Active footbed technology
for comfort, giving you the look, the
feel, the boot of a lifetime.

BLACK J000871

+ M Select™ DRY SEAL seam seals to keep water out
+ Waterproof leather upper
+ Traditional lace closure
+ Metal D-ring and hook
+ Bellows tongue keeps out debris
+ Leather and breathable mesh lining
+ Removable EVA foam insole
+ Moulded nylon arch shank for midfoot support and
flexibility
+ Leather welt
+ EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort
+ Merrell mountain-grade Quantum Grip ®
rubber outsole

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 199.90
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OAK J000879

PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

west fork WTPF

NEW

Lifestyle

MEN’S

Here’s to our heritage. Designed to
stand the test of time, this boot
features premium full grain leather,
add to that Merrell mountain grade
Quantum Grip® outsole, it’s a classic
vibe that’s all day ready.

BUTTERNUT J000909

+ Full grain leather and suede upper
+ Traditional lace closure
+ Metallic D-ring and hook
+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out
+ B reathable mesh lining
+ Removable EVA foam insole
+ Moulded nylon arch shank for midfoot support and
flexibility
+ E VA foam midsole for stability and comfort
+ Q uantum Grip ® for superior traction

OAK J000911

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 189.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

Lifestyle

JUNGLE MOC

JUNGLE MOC LTR WTPF ICE+

This moc creates your ultimate lowmaintenance shoe, featuring a smooth
suede upper and Merrell air cushion
underfoot for extra support.

+ Snow Plow full grain waterproof and salt resistant leather
upper + Conductor™ fleece lining for added warmth
+ Vibram ® Arctic Grip ® outsole provides unparalled
traction on ice even in the most extreme winter conditions

+K
 inetic Fit™ Base removable contoured insole for
flexible support
+M
 oulded nylon arch shank
+M
 errell air cushion in the heel absorbs shock and
adds stability
+C
 ompression moulded EVA footframe provides
cushioning
+M
 Select™ GRIP rubber outsole for grip and traction

BLACK J33595

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

JUNGLE MOC LTR 2
+ Full grain leather upper + Leather lining
+ M Select™ GRIP rubber outsole for grip and traction

BLACK J17199

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

Lifestyle

JUNGLE MOC
+ Oiled Nubuck Leather +Double gore for easy on and off
+ Breathable mesh lining + M Select™ GRIP rubber outsole
for grip and traction

MEN’S

woMEN’S

BUTTERNUT J001899 NC

MIDNIGHT J60826

GUNSMOKE J60787

MIDNIGHT J60825

CASTLE ROCK J71447

CLASSIC TAUPE J60801

CLASSIC TAUPE J60802

GUNSMOKE J60788

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 109.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

Lifestyle

CATALYST SUEDE

CATALYST MID SUEDE WTPF

Credible in the city. Incredible in the
woods. Enjoy the best of both worlds
in a natural blend of suede, mesh, and
outdoor inspried hardware.

+ M Select™ DRY BARRIER impermiable membrane seam,
seals out water and lets moisture escape + COMFORTBASE™
active contoured footbed for all-day comfort + Moulded nylon
arch shank for midfoot support and flexibility
+ M Select™ GRIP outsole tunes each outsole with durable
traction that grips when and where you need it

MEN’S
+ Suede and mesh upper
+ Traditional lace closure
+ Bellows tongue keeps debris out
+ Rubber toe and heel for durability and protection
+ B reathable mesh lining
+ Moulded moulded nylon arch shank for midfoot
support and flexibility
+ E VA foam midsole for stability and comfort
SAILOR BLUE J000969

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

BLACK J000971

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90
BUTTERNUT J000973
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NEW

PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

Lifestyle

CATALYST SUEDE
+ Kinetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for
flexible support

MEN’S

BUTTERNUT J000961 NC

BRINDLE J000091

GOLD J000097

SAILOR J000099

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

Lifestyle

ALPINE SNEAKER

ALPINE SNEAKER POLAR WTPF

Let the retro vibe take over in
sneakers you simply can’t take off. In
colors that mix well with your style,
Alpine Sneaker Leather will earn its
place at the top of your shoe rack.

+ Full grain leather and canvas upper + Bellows tongue
keeps out debris + Rubberized toe and heel for durability
and protection + Breathable fleece lining + M Select™ GRIP
outsole tunes each outsole with durable traction that grips
when and where you need it

NEW

MEN’S

+ Traditional lace closure
+ Leather and breathable mesh lining
+ K inetic Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for
flexible support
+ Moulded nylon arch shank for midfoot support and
flexibility
+ E VA midsole for stability and comfort

MEN	
US Sizes: 7-15 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 40–50 full & half sizes

BRINDLE J000933

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 149.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

ALPINE SNEAKER LTR

Lifestyle

ALPINE SNEAKER SUEDE

NEW

+ Full grain leather upper + Leather and breathable
mesh lining

NEW

+ Suede upper + Breathable mesh lining

MEN’S

MEN’S

BLACK J002031

SABLE J000935

TOBACCO J002037

FOREST J000937

TROOPER J000939

CHOCOLATE J002033

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 119.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

ALPINE SNEAKER

Lifestyle

ALPINE TALL STRAP PlR Wtpf

Let the retro vibe take over in
sneakers you simply can’t take off. In
colors that mix well with your style,
Alpine Sneaker will earn its place at
the top of your shoe rack.
+ E VA foam midsole for stability and comfort Kinetic
Fit™ BASE removable contoured insole for flexible
support

NEW

+ M Select™ DRY BARRIER impermeable membrane seals
out water and lets moisture escape + Waterproof suede
leather and nylon upper + Adjustable strap closure for quick
adjustability + Nylon pull-tab for easy on and off + Fleece
lining + 100 grams M Select™ WARM lightweight, low bulk
insulation keeps you comfortable + Rubber outsole for
traction and durability

woMEN’S

+ Nylon arch shank

woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

NAVY J001622

WHITE J002062

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 129.90
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BLACKOUT J002058

LICHEN J001620

PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

ALPINE SNEAKER SUEDE

Lifestyle

NEW

+ Synthetic and Suede decorative stitched upper
+traditional lace closure + Breathable mesh lining
+ Rubber outsole for grip and traction

woMEN’S

CLOUD J001630

SHARK J002160

TROOPER J002158

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 119.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

WILDERNESS LT

NEW

Lifestyle

woMEN’S

Welcome to your forever boot.
Wilderness LT is designed with full
grain leather and our COMFORTBASE™
Active footbed technology for comfort,
giving you the look, the feel, the boot
of a lifetime.

METALLIC J001514

+ Full grain leather upper
+ Traditional lacing system
+ Metallic hook and D-Ring
+ B reathable mesh and pig skin lining
+ COMFORTBASE™ removable contoured footbed for
all day comfort
+ Faux leather welt
+ E VA foam midsole for stability and comfort
+ Merrell mountain-grade Quantum Grip ® rubber
outsole

woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes
CLOUD J001516

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

ONTARIO TALL POLAR WTPF

Lifestyle

NEW

woMEN’S

Clean and nostalgic, the Ontario Tall
Polar Waterproof features a beautiful
full grain leather and mesh upper and
sticky Vibram ® Megagrip for confidence
on any adventure.

+ Full grain waterproof leather and mesh upper
+ M Select™ DRY BARRIER impermeable membrane
seals out water and lets moisture escape
+ Traditional lace closure with two speed hooks

BLACK J035454

+ Bellows tongue keeps out debris
+ 200 grams M Select™ WARM lightweight, low bulk
insulation keeps you comfortable
+ Moulded EVA removable foam insole
+ Merrell air cushion in the heel absorbs shock and
adds stability
+ E VA foam midsole for stability and comfort
+ V ibram ® Megagrip for the best combination of
traction and durability on wet or dry surfaces

woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90
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ESPRESSO J035456

CAMEL J035566

PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

BRAVADA POLAR WTPF

NEW

Lifestyle

BRAVADA POLAR WTPF

woMEN’S
+ Full grain waterproof leather upper
+ M Select™ DRY seals out water and lets moisture
escape so you stay dry
+ K inetic Fit™ Base removable contoured insole for
flexible support
+ Nylon arch shank
+ EVA midsole for comfort and support
+ Merrell air cushion in the heel absorbs shock and
adds stability
+ Merrell mountain-grade Quantum Grip ® rubber
outsole
+ M Select™ WARM lightweight, low bulk 100 grams
insulation keeps you comfortable

BRINDLE/MOONROCK J035560

+ Inside zip for easy on and off + 27.4cm shaft height +
3.2cm heel height
+ 36.4cm calf circumference
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

BLACK J035468

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 169.90

SABLE J035470
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

snowcreek

NEW

The Snowcreek provides is just enough
cold weather protection to go anywhere,
look sleek, and feel great. With our
Merrell mountain grade Quantum Grip®
outsole, they are always the right
answer.

Lifestyle

SNOWCREEK PULL ON POLAR WTPF
+ Full grain waterproof leather upper + Inside zipper for
easy on and off + Leather elastic cord additional closure
+ Fleece and faux fur lining + 200 grams M Select™ WARM
lightweight, low bulk insulation keeps you comfortable
+ Fleece lined removable EVA foam insole

woMEN’S

+ Merrell air cushion in the heel absorbs shock and
adds stability
+ Merrell mountain-grade Quantum Grip ® rubber
outsole

woMEN
U S Sizes: 5.5–11 full & half sizes
EU Sizes: 35.5–42.5 full & half sizes

OAK J001806

BLACK J001810

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90
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PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR
Active

SNOWCREEK COZY LEATHER PLR WTPF
+ Full grain waterproof leather upper + Traditional lace
closure + Leather pull tab for easy on and off + Faux fur
collar and fleece lining + 200 grams M Select™ WARM
lightweight, low bulk insulation keeps you comfortable
+ Fleece lined removable EVA foam insole

woMEN’S

Lifestyle

terran slide II
Breathable mesh-and-leather
sandals with a bright pop of
color keep your feet feeling

+ Nubuck leather upper
+ Lycra® neoprene stretch collar for easy on and off
+ Breathable mesh lining
+ Microfiber soft footbed
+ Remember Me™ Foam footbed cradles the foot for soft all
day comfort
+ Molded nylon arch shank
+ Merrell air cushion in the heel absorbs shock and adds
stability
woMEN
U S Sizes: 5–11 full sizes only
EU Sizes: 36–42 full sizes only

BLACK J002020

woMEN’S

Slate black J98754

MOON J002022

black J55342

Taube J02768

OLIVE J002212

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 179.90

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90
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kids

kids
Kids

Snow Crush 2.0 WTPF

NEW

+ Waterproof upper with M Select™ DRY to keep feet
dry and cozy
+ Temperature rated to -25 degrees to ensure a warm
wearing experience
+ A lternative closure for easy on/off

Black/Grey MK263125

+ 200 grams of insulation on vamp and quarter lining,
and 400 grams on footbed
+ N on-marking outsole with extra grip for superior
traction

EU Size: MK 28–38
Whole sizes only

Laurel MK163128

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90
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kids
Kids

Alpine Puffer Boot WTPF

NEW

+ Waterproof nylon upper with M Select™ DRY for a
warm and cozy feel

Navy/Orange MK263137

+ Temperatured rated to -25 degrees to ensure a
warm wearing experience
+ A lternative closure for easy on/off
+ 200 grams of insulation on vamp and quarter lining,
and 400 grams on footbed
+ N on-marking outole with M Select™ GRIP for
superior traction

EU Size: MK 29–38
Whole sizes only

Blue/Multi MK163140

GREY/SILVER/
TURQ MK163139

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90
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kids
Kids

Heidi WTPF

NEW

+ Waterproof upper with M Select™ DRY to keep feet
dry and cozy
+ Zipper closure for easy on/off
+ 200 grams of insulation
+ N on-marking outsole with M Select™ GRIP for
superior traction

Black MK163215

EU Size: MK 28–38
Whole sizes only

Winter White MK163227

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90
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kids
Kids

Snow Storm WTPF

NEW

+ Waterproof upper with M Select™ DRY to keep feet
dry and cozy
+ A lternative closure for easy on/off
+ 200 grams of insulation
+ N on-marking outsole with M Select™ GRIP for
superior traction

Black/Grey/Red MK263711

EU Size: MK 28–38
Whole sizes only

Grey/Turq MK163712

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 99.90
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kids
Kids

Ontario 85 WTPF

+ S uede and mesh upper for durability and
breathability

EARTH MK262599 NC

+ Traditional lace closure for a secure fit
+ Lightweight EVA midsole for cushioning and comfort
+ M Select™ DRY waterproof construction to keep
feet dry
+ N on-marking outsole with M Select™ GRIP for
superior traction

EU Size: MK 29–38
Whole sizes only

BLACKBERRY/
NIRVANA MK163721 NC

Wheat MK262657

unverb. empf. VP: CHF 79.90
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Midsoles and Platforms
Merrell lets you find the right “ride” for any terrain with a variety of midsole
and platform technologies to enhance the support, protection, and comfort of
our footwear.

Flex index – Underfoot flex rating system
Everyone has individual preferences around pack hike boot flexibility. That‘s
why we created the Flex Index – a rating system that grades our pack boots
from most flexible/connected to most rigid/protected. This allows the user to
quickly identify and select the experience they are seeking.
Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-flexindex

Flexplate ™ – TUNED STABILITY AND PROTECTION
Merrell FlexPlate™ technology integrates a lightweight, full foot stability plate
with strategically placed outsole pods to provide stability, underfoot protection,
durability, and integrated grip. Variable material composition offers optimal
rigidity at one end of the plate and optimal flexibility at
the other.
Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-flexplate

M Select ™ CUSH –
Ultra Lightweight Cushioning and Protection
Entirely reformulated, M Select™ CUSH midsoles combine the benefits of EVA
and rubber to produce an extremely lightweight material that provides longlasting rebound and excellent traction. It is 40% lighter than its predecessor,
which adds up to going farther, faster, more comfortably.
Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-Mselectcush

flexconnect ™ – SECURE FIT. NATURAL FLEX. SERIOUS GRIP.
Merrell FLEXconnect™ platform technology integrates SECURE FIT, NATURAL
FLEX, and SERIOUS GRIP to deliver agility and stability on any terrain. By
designing these foundational elements to function in conjunction with one
another, we‘re able to deliver a responsive, intuitive ride – the perfect balance of
fit, flex, and grip to connect you to your outdoor experience.

footwear technologies

Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-flexconnect
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Hydramorph ™ – move water out
Hydramorph™ technology transports water out of a shoe using a series of
engineered channels and drainage ports in the midsole and outsole. This
free movement of water out of the shoe keeps feet comfortable during
water activities and significantly reduces the shoe’s dry-out time.
Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-hydramorph

Q FORM ® 2 – Comfort technology for women
Created to specifically address the needs of active outdoor women, Q Form® 2
technology is designed to work with the unique movement in a woman‘s
stride. Women generally have shorter arches and greater muscle elasticity. The
way women‘s hips are angled (called the “Q angle” or quadriceps angle), also
affects the way her body moves. Q Form® 2 technology combines a supportive
insole and naturally stabilizing midsole construction to work with these unique
motions, maximizing comfort.
Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-qform2

Air cushion – Targeted heel cushioning
Air Cushion technology improves overall comfort of a shoe by placing an
impact-absorbing pod under the heel to reduce stress on the foot with each
step. The pliable material lessens impact during heel strike, and helps cradle
the heel to maintain proper alignment during step-through resulting in greater
comfort all day.
Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-air cushion

Air cushion viz – Full width heel cushioning
Air Cushion Viz technology places a wide cushioning zone under the full width
of the heel to absorb impact and cradle the heel for optimal stability and
support. This encourages proper alignment of the stride and offers improved
comfort for extended wear.
Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-air cushion

Air cushion+ – Lightweight full-foot cushioning
for all day comfort
Dimpled for your pleasure, our Air Cushion+ technology provides a combination
of solutions for the ultimate heel-to-toe air-ride cushioning experience. Its
dimpled design both reduces weight and creates cushioning air pockets that
run the length of the foot. An additional heel insert reduces heel impact for
even more comfort. Air Cushion+ also goes a step beyond cushioning with
strategically placed lugs designed to further reduce the overall weight of the
shoe while still providing exceptional durability and traction.
Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-air cushion

BLOOM ™
BLOOM™ makes flexible foams from algae biomass which cleans and restores
the environment when harvested. They help keep natural ecologies in balance,
and in return, we get an incredible renewable resource that helps us offset the
use of petroleum in traditional footwear foams. Shoes made from Bloom™
Algae Foam components are the result of 225 bottles of filtered water returned
to the habitat, and 21 balloons of C02 kept from entering the atmosphere*.

FloatPro

®

footwear technologies

*Men’s size 9 insole + midsole, 200g, 25% algae masterbatch.

FloatPro ®
Shoes that come with FloatPro® foam midsoles provide a lightweight ride
that lasts. We know that lightweight cushioning often comes with a durability
tradeoff. That’s why we worked with our chemists to create a foam that saves
weight compared to standard EVA. This featherweight formulation cushions,
protects and maintains its resiliency, potentially increasing the life of your
shoes.
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Traction
Traction is one of the most important factors in feeling confident on your feet.
Different weather, activities, and terrain call for different levels of grip,
durability, and lug design for optimal performance and comfort. We have a variety
of traction solutions for every season and terrain, from slushy city streets
to rugged mountain trails.
Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-traction

M Select™ grip & GRIP+ – Traction Tuned to Your Terrain
M Select™ GRIP provides reliable traction for a variety of outdoor surfaces.
Designed with grip and durability in mind, these outsoles handle everything
from city streets to rugged trails. For added grip and durability, we use
M Select™ GRIP+.

Vibram ® TC5 – Unparalleled grip for outdoor terrain
Formulated exclusively for Merrell, Vibram® TC5+ compound provides
exceptional traction for outdoor multi-sport activities backed by the
outstanding durability that Vibram® is known for.

QUANTUM GRIP ® – MOUNTAIN-GRADE TRACTION, EVEN WHILE
MOVING AT SPEED
Trail athletes who move fast over boulders and scree consistently tell us
traction is their #1 concern. We worked for over two years to formulate
Quantum Grip®, a durable rubber compound that enables confidence in the
most extreme trail environments.

VIBRAM ® XS TREK EVO – UPGRADING THE WORLD’S STANDARD
IN QUALITY, GRIP AND PERFORMANCE

footwear technologies

xs trek evo
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Vibram® XS TREK EVO is a multi-use, performance compound that elevates
the playing field for active sports and lifestyle activities. It is non-marking,
and suitable also for all indoor and outdoor sport activities. With upgraded
performance in grip compared to TC5, Vibram® XS Trek Evo sets a new
standard for industry.

Vibram ® Megagrip – Unparalleled grip on wet and dry
surfaces
Vibram® Megagrip is a high performance rubber compound featuring
unparalleled grip on wet and dry surfaces. It offers the optimal balance of
grippiness and durability for outdoor activities.

M Select™ ice grip – Get a grip on winter
M-Select™ ICE GRIP maximizes traction in snow, slush, and ice with
specialized designs that bite into hard-packed, slippery, and slick surfaces to
reduce slipping.

Vibram ® Arctic Grip ® – Wet ice technology
Vibram® Arctic Grip® is the groundbreaking sole technology specifically
designed for wet ice. It is the most advanced cold weather gripping
system Vibram® has ever created.

Vibram ® Arctic Grip ® DURA – Extra durable Wet ice
technology
Vibram® Arctic Grip® Dura offers all of the cold weather performance as regular
Arctic Grip, plus greater durability and increased traction through mixed
winter conditions.

M Select™ wet grip – More Grip, less slip
Activities on and around the water call for special traction to reduce slipping.
M Select™ WET GRIP outsoles are specifically designed to provide secure
traction on wet surfaces.

VIBRAM ® WAVEGRIP – ULTIMATE GRIP ON ANY
WATER SPORT SURFACE

footwear technologies

wavegrip

Vibram® Wavegrip grips and performs on all watersport surfaces.
Compound softness allows it to adhere to smooth surfaces of gelcoat,
stainless steel and wet teak without jeopardizing use on land or
sole durability.

VIBRAM ® ECODURA – RECYCLED PERFORMANCE & DURABILITY
A Merrell exclusive, Vibram® Ecodura is made from a minimum of 30% recycled
rubber. This high-quality compound formulation sacrifices no performance and
durability that you come to expect from Vibram® & Merrell.

ecodura
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Waterproof and Weather Protection
When it comes to weather-proofing footwear, there is no one-size-fits-all or single
“best” approach. Merrell uses a variety of techniques, taking into consideration
factors such as end use, conditions, exertion level, aesthetics, and fit.
This means that we can provide ideal solutions from trail shoes to pack hike boots to
casual styles worn on city commutes. At Merrell our goal is not letting nature be a
barrier to enjoying the world outside.
Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-waterproof

M Select™ SHIELD – Resists and protects
Your first line of defense against the elements, M Select™ SHIELD wards off
surface moisture and resists stains from water, dirt, and mud.

M Select™ Dry seal – Strategic waterproof
protection
Our seam sealing technique provides reliable waterproofness ideal for
lifestyle footwear intended for low-exertion activities.

M Select™ Dry barrier – waterproof,
breathable protection

footwear technologies

The M Select™ DRY membrane offers a combination of
breathability and waterproofness which is ideal for
low-to-moderate outdoor activities.
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GORE-TEX ® – GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY™
Footwear with GORE-TEX® membrane is “Guaranteed to keep you dry”
and offers an enhanced level of breathability which is ideal for high-exertion
outdoor activities.

Gore ® invisible Fit – MORE COMFORT. FASTER DRYOUT.
LESS WEIGHT.
Engineered specifically for running shoes, GORE-TEX® Invisible Fit
technology provides fully waterproof and highly breathable performance with
the fit and feel of non-protective running shoes.

GORE-TEX ® Surround ® – Dry and comfortable feet
all-around

footwear technologies

Footwear with GORE-TEX® Surround technology is durably waterproof and
highly breathable all around the foot, which keeps feet dry and comfortable
even at higher temperatures.
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Insulation
Different winter conditions and activity levels call for different strategies
for ensuring that feet stay warm and comfortable. Merrell offers a variety of
insulations to provide the ideal level of warmth based on wearing conditions and
activity. This allows us to tailor the weight, flexibility, and thermal retention
of our shoes to a variety of outdoor pursuits.
Get more information – MRL_2017_TechChapter-insulation

M Select ™ warm
M Select™ WARM traps and reflects your body heat to
keep you warm and comfortable in cold conditions.

3M ™ thinsulate ™
3M™ Thinsulate™ Water-Resistant Insulation,
the original thin insulation designed specifically for
footwear.

footwear technologies

primaloft ® gold insulation aerogel
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PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Aerogel is an innovative
breakthrough that offers unprecedented performance in
the face of extreme conditions. It maintains its insulative
properties even when compressed, making it ideal for
footwear.

Size Conversion Charts
MEN'S SIZES:
US

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

12

12.5

13

14

15

16

EURO

40

41 41 .5 42

43

43.5

44

44.5

45

46

46.5

47

48

49

50

51

UK

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

12

12.5

13

14

15

CM

25

25.5

26

26.5

28.5

29

29.5

30

30.5

31

32

33

34

27 27 .5 28

WOMEN'S SIZES SANDALS ONLY:
US

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

EURO

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

UK

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

CM

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

WOMEN'S SIZES:
US

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

EURO

36

37

37.5

38

38.5

39

40

40.5

41

42

42.5

43

UK

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

CM

23

23.5

24

24.5

25

25.5

26

26.5

27

27.5

28

28.5

KIDS' SIZES 							
US

9

10

11

12

13

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

EURO	27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

UK

8

9

10

11

12

13

1

2

3

4

5

6

CM	 15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

25.5

• All reported men’s trail running and outside fitness weights were based on 1/2 pair,
size 9 pre-production sample
• All other reported men’s weights were based on full pair, size 9 pre-production sample
• All reported women’s trail running and outside fitness weights were based on a 1/2 pair,
size 7 pre-production sample
• All other reported women’s weights were based on a full pair, size 7 pre-production sample
• All trail running and outside fitness stack height measurements were reported on
men’s size 9 pre-production sample
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Contact
Merrell Switzerland / LiEchtenstein
Merz AG

Hornimattstrasse 22
CH-5103 Wildegg
office@merznet.ch
www.merznet.ch
T. +41 (0)62 888 80 90
F. +41 (0)62 888 80 91

We reserve the right to change prices, colours and specification without prior notice.
Not all styles, types, colours and sizes are offered by each retailer or international distributor.

Merrell and the M CIRCLE DESIGN are registered trademarks of Wolverine Outdoors, Inc., a subsidiary of Wolverine Worldwide, Inc.
PrimaLoft® is a trademark of Albany International Corp. COOLMAX® is a trademark of Invista North America, S.á.r.l.

